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Proper Holomorphic Mappings
between Reinhards Domains and Pseudoellipsoids.

GILBERTO DINI - ANGELA SELVAGGI PRIMICERIO (*)

In recent years several results have been obtained on the con-
ditions for the existence of proper holomorphic mappings between
two domains Dl and J9z in C’* and particularly for mappings of poly-
nomial type. It is a conjecture, due to Bell [2], that if ~R1 and B2 are
Reinhardt domains related by a proper holomorphic mapping then
there is such a map which is polynomial. We recall that a Reinhardt
domain (respect to 0) in C" is an open connected set 1~ such that if
z E R for any 0 E R"

If such a condition holds only when 81 = O2 = ... = 0, then .I~ is said
to be a circular domain.
A Reinhardt domain 1~ is complete if for any z° = ..., Z.0) eJ~

the closed polydisc 4zo = = 1, ... , n} is contained
in R.

For any a E Nn the pseudoellipsoid

is a complete bounded Reinhardt domain.

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: Istituto Matematico « U. Dini », Viale Morga-
gni 67/A, 50134 Firenze (Italy).
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If a E (C*)n, Ta: Cn - en, defined as Ta(Zl’ ..., zn) = (a1z1, ..., anzn)
is a linear automorphism of Cn such that for any Reinhardt domain .R,
Ta(R) is still a Reinhardt domain. So, we will say that two Reinhardt
domains .Rl and .R2 in Cn are T a-equivalent, R2, if there exists
a E (C*)n such that I~1 = It is clear that any Ta does not affect
the polynomial feature of a map f : 

In this note we prove that Bell conjecture holds when .R2 = L’n(ex).
More exactly

THEOREM 1. Let 1~1 be a Reinhardt domain in Cn with Oe-Ri.
If there exists a proper holomorphic mapping T : R2 
then there exists a proper polynomial holomorphic one.

In [4] the autors proved

THEOREM 2. Let R1 be a Reinhardt domain in Cn and

a proper polynomial holomorphic mapping then Ri I"J En(fJ) where
Pdexi E N for i = 1, ... , n.

The previous theorems allow to characterize in the following co-
rollary Reinhardt domains properly related to pseudoellipsoids.

COROLLARY 3. Let 1~~ be a Reinhardt domain in Cn with 0 E R1,
if and only if there exists a proper holomorphic mapping

.~’: Ri - on a pseudoellipsoid 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. First consider = 1), the unit ball
in Cn. We require two key facts.

FACT 1 (Alexander [1]). Let N be a neighborhood of p E and
.h’ a non-constant mapping holomorphic in N r1 Bn and C°° in N r1 Bn .
If .F’(N r1 bBn) ç then .~’ extends holomorphically to an auto-

morphism of Bn .

FACT 2 (Bell [2]). A proper holomorphic mapping F between
bounded complete Reinhardt domains extends holomorphically past
the boundary and if F-1(0) = {01 then F is a polynomial mapping.

To apply Bell’s results let us see that 1~1 is complete and bounded.
.Rl is complete: infact if z° E .Rl T ’will extend to a holomorphic map

(see for example [5] theorem 2.4.6). The existence of
z E Az0 r1 (Cn-R1) would contradict the maximum principle for the

function where T i are the components of 1’.
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1~~ is bounded otherwise by Liouville theorem T would not be
proper.

For any given proper mapping T : I~1 --~ ~n and for any g E Aut (Ri)
we claim that there exists øg E Aut (Bn) such that T o g = 0,, o T on .R.

As T and g extend holomorphically past the boundary, one can
find a point P E bR1 and a neighborhood U of P in ~n such that

i) Z E U,

ii) g is a biholomorphism on U,

(By the way, one could show that Jp can vanish only on coordinate
hyperplanes.)

Furthermore, for any z E U n bR, g(z) E and T(z) E bBn and if
CEg(U) n bR, T(g(C)) E bBn.

Hence one can define a biholomorphism 99 = TogoT-11: T ( U) -~
--~ T(g( U)) such that n bBn) ç T(g( U)) n 

By fact 1 such a map extends to ~9 E Aut (Bn) and ØgoT and Tog
agree on U, hence on R1.

As Aut (Bn ) acts transitively one can find 1p E Aut (Bn) such that
is a proper map and F(0) = 0.

For any 0 e R" let Oo be the automorphism of such that
= .F’o Te .

This implies F-1(0) == {0} and by fact 2 .F is polynomial. In fact if
there exists 0 ~ a E .I’-1(o), for any = 0

hence I’ would not be proper.
In the general case consider

defined as Ha(Wl, ..., w~) _ ..., 

H«oT: is a proper holomorphic map hence .Rl can be
properly mapped on B, by a polynomial map and Ri  for

suitable ~ by theorem 2.
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By results of Landucci and

s the required map from 1~1 on R2.

REMARK. One can obtain the same conclusion of theorem 1 for
circular domains D under suitable conditions (see [3]) that imply
the extendibility of applying results analogous
to fact 2, for circular domains, due to Bell [3].

The following example shows anyhow that there are circular do-
mains D in Cn such that there exists proper polynomial holomorphic
mapping but which are not Ta-equivalent to pseudoel-
ipsoids.

on the ball, but D is not a Reinhardt domain.
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